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Fulfilling the legal requirements of mandated disclosure is a challenge in many contexts.
Privacy communication is no exception, especially for those who seek to effectively inform
individuals about the use of their data. Lawyers across countries and industries are facing
recurring problems when (re)writing privacy notices and terms. Visual and interactive design
patterns have been suggested as the solution, yet our analysis shows that they are lacking on
most privacy policies. This indicates the need for standardization and an actionable pattern
library, which we propose in this paper.

1. Introduction
One top priority of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is empowering individuals (or data subjects) to be informed about and in control of the use of their personal data. In fact, the data-driven economy
fosters unbalanced relations between the entities that gather and process personal information and the individuals who are often unaware of the extent and the significance of the processing.1 However, the principle
of transparency2 mandates data controllers to disclose complete and accurate information3 about the modalities and purposes of their practices, and about data subjects’ rights. This information (usually contained in
a privacy policy) is deemed necessary to allow data subjects to understand, give consent to, and, if necessary, challenge the operations carried out on their data.4 Transparency is also a critical element to increase
individuals’ trust in the data controller and therefore willingness to provide personal information.5
However, privacy communication tends to be «too long, overly legalistic, uninformative and unhelpful».6 The
complexity and the amount of information provided are so excessive that most of the time individuals do not
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D  . 2014.
Under the GDPR, transparency becomes a fundamental aspect of the principles of lawfulness and fairness of the processing of
personal data. See GDPR, Article 12, and A 29 D P W P 2017. See also E C
2017, Article 8.
The same applies to any communication addressed to data subjects, such as the communication of a personal data breach, see
GDPR, Article 34.
A 29 D P W P 2017.
See, e.g.T/C 2013, W  . 2012.
P 2016. See also ICO 2016.
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read or understand the notices.7 To fulfill the legal requirement of mandated disclosure, instead of effectively
informing individuals about the use of their data, such notices are usually written «by lawyers for lawyers».
Traditionally, they tend to focus on content and precision, much less on the needs of the users: the people who
are impacted by or need to work with the text – mostly non-lawyers.8
Nevertheless, a major shift seems to be occurring: «[t]he concept of transparency in the GDPR is user-centric
rather than legalistic»9 . It is not only mandatory to disclose certain information about data practices,10 but even
the comprehensibility and presentation of that information assume a central role to demonstrate compliance
and its quality should even be empirically evaluated.11 These requirements pose an additional burden on data
controllers, who will also need to comply with several other newly introduced obligations by May 2018.
In recent years, researchers and practitioners have started to explore innovative ways of communicating and
presenting privacy information: layered notices, color coding, privacy icons, nutrition labels, dashboards,
videos, even animations.12 Although a number of experiments exist, they are scattered and not necessarily
easy to find and replicate. Moreover, a tension exists between legal-friendly, business-friendly, and userfriendly approaches. How can solution developers serve the needs of business, secure transparency and data
protection for individuals, while providing compliant and legally sound solutions?
We advocate the use of design patterns,13 re-usable forms of a solution to a frequent problem – something that
practitioners in many fields develop, collect, and then share in pattern libraries.14 Design patterns offer many
advantages: for people working on the same problem to communicate with each other; for people working
on similar challenges in different domains to share knowledge and innovations; and for setting standards and
best practices on how best to address a problem.15 In our previous work, we have looked into legal design
patterns16 and design patterns for contracts17 . This paper explores the application of design patterns to privacy
and proposes a design pattern library where mechanisms focusing on privacy communication can be collected,
integrated, and discussed.

2. Previous Privacy Design Pattern Work
Our work is not the first time that design patterns have been proposed for privacy communication. There are
initial efforts to standardize the presentation of how terms and choices are communicated, as well as some
pattern libraries for various visual design and engineering choices that may improve users’ understanding of
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See, e.g. C 2012, E C  . 2015, R  . 2015, S 2013. For a discussion on mandated
disclosure, not only confined to privacy, see B-S/S 2014.
End user license agreements, terms of service, and contract terms present similar shortcomings. See, e.g., M 2013, H
2013, C 2014, M 2015 and 2017, H/B 2017.
A 29 D P W P 2017, p. 6.
See GDPR, Articles 13 and 14.
A 29 D P W P 2017.
See, e.g., H 2014, H 2016, R/P 2017, E/A 2014, R 2009 and L 2013. See also
good (and bad) examples of privacy notices available at the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) website at https://ico.org.uk/
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H/H 2016.
H 2017.
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the privacy terms. In some instances there are single mechanisms of communication that are proposed as a new
solution template, like visual icon sets;18 layered notices that come in stages, like summary tables or nutrition
labels;19 videos explaining the terms;20 vetted text templates;21 and gamification.22
Other initiatives have begun to more explicitly craft a pattern language that collects many separate privacy
communication solutions into a set, covering visual, interaction, evaluation, and code-based strategies.23 Some
privacy scholars have delineated the design space for privacy communication, that make explicit the different
mechanisms that might be used to improve notice – suggesting many new patterns that could be used.24 There
are more technical design patterns that concern the construction of the system, rather than the communication
to the user.25 Others have warned of possible consumer harm from this work, via anti-patterns, when standard
patterns are misapplied to content, thus undermining the communication.26

3. Our Exploratory Design Work to Identify Patterns
We drafted a first version of privacy design patterns based on our own exploratory workshops for communicating privacy concepts, and then a review of top websites to derive patterns based on current practices in use. We
held a series of privacy policy design workshops – in May 2014 around financial websites’ terms of service;27
in Autumn 2015 on mobile phones’ communication of apps’ privacy;28 and in July 2017 on GDPR communication.29 In those workshops, teams of students and lawyers generated new ways to communicate privacy
terms of service. We then analyzed their prototypes to identify the most common patterns that emerged as
promising innovations. The following design patterns emerged: visual iconography that can flag if a certain
issue or practice is present; staging a walk-through the terms, step-by-step; allowing users to choose a representative persona, which then would customize which terms they should pay most attention to; gamification
of the terms, being quizzed about what the terms are; a dashboard control center of the terms, through which
a user can continuously check in on what terms apply and what actions they can take; and character-based
explanations of the terms, through stories. Each of them went through qualitative focus group testing inside
the workshop, and received high marks for usability and engagement. We collected these as near-term possible
patterns, even if they are not in current use.
To better understand the currently deployed privacy design patterns in use, in late 2017, our team of researchers
evaluated what design patterns were in use on leading websites. We chose a sample of 152 websites based
on the Alexa rankings of the most trafficked sites.30 We selected a mixture of different industries, including
music, technology, consumer goods, sports, social media, real estate, travel, and restaurants, and excluding
pornography sites. For each of these websites, a team of researchers manually reviewed its privacy policy web
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See e.g. R 2009, H/N/H 2010, M & R 2011, HIIT 2016.
See K  . 2009.
See videos at LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy), the Guardian (https://www.theguardian.com/help/privacypolicy), and O2 (https://www.o2.co.uk/termsandconditions/privacy-policy). See also video on the GoAnimate website at
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See the International Regulatory Strategy Group’s templated GDPR text, https://www.irsg.co.uk/resources-and-commentary/irsgexample-gdpr-ready-processor-terms/.
See company Zynga’s PrivacyVille game https://www.zynga.com/privacy/privacyville.
PrivacyPatterns.org and PrivacyPatterns.eu have assembled a mixture of engineering and design mechanisms to present
privacy terms. The CommonTerms project proposes five big pattern categories to improve privacy communications,
http://www.commonterms.net/conclusions/.
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page on a desktop computer, along with any related privacy-related pages on the site. The researchers were
focused on what visual, interaction, or communication mechanisms were in use on the page to communicate
the policy in more user-friendly ways.
Our analysis showed a lack of visual or interactive mechanisms in use on most privacy policies.31 Only 9%
of the sites had any visuals. Over 76% had no color. Only 37% of sites had page jumps, to allow for quick
access to certain terms or topics; and only 37% had a summary table or paragraph, akin to a layered disclosure.
The only prominent mechanism in use was headings and division markers, with 86% of sites using them to
demarcate terms. Our design review demonstrates that most proposed visual or interactive design patterns have
not been embraced by practitioners. This could indicate the need for more standardization and an actionable
pattern library, rather than the current fragmented collection of proposed mechanisms and libraries. It certainly
indicates the need for more research of privacy communicators, to understand why they currently do not use
the design patterns and what pattern library might work for them.

4. Our Proposal for a Privacy Communication Design Pattern Library
The GDPR puts effective privacy information at the center of data controllers’ obligations, but our analysis
shows that even the major players still rely on poor and inadequate communicative strategies. We propose
a Privacy Design Pattern Library32 where mechanisms focusing on privacy communication that are being
developed and experimented throughout the world can be collected, integrated, and discussed. The core of
the library contains not only existing patterns, but also proposed patterns that we or other researchers have
developed, together with information about context of use and concrete examples. We hope to engage the
vibrant privacy community in this collective effort to produce and share reusable solutions that will make data
subjects more aware about the use of their data and their rights, and at the same time will help data controllers to
be as transparent as the GDPR mandates. The flaws of traditional privacy communication are well known and
well documented. Solutions have been developed and experimented, but have not met widespread adoption:
let’s change this. This paper is a first step towards this goal.
It is also necessary to keep an eye towards the future. Our way of interacting with legal information is radically
changing: screens are becoming smaller and smaller or are even disappearing, while Augmented and Virtual
Reality will enter our lives soon. New media will need innovative and appropriate design patterns that will be
able to communicate privacy efficiently and successfully in a world not made of documents anymore.
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